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 Dear friends, 

 

In this report you will find my third report as the Vice President of LYMEC. And it 

is a rather enthusiastic one. Since we last spoke, we held our spring congress in 

a time when Europe, as well as the rest of the world experienced the peak of the 

pandemic. At then as all the events during this mandate we held our congress 

online. As some of you may recall that time I stood before you are presenting the 

work LYMEC has achieved but also informing you about the plans we have for 

the future. Among these plans the LYMEC bureau planned intensively for 

returning to a somewhat more normal year (if possible) by the autumn 2021. This 

would mean to conduct our work and projects as we used to by meeting each 

other in various part of Europe and achieve our goals together. I am happy to 

announce that while things are not as the used to be, we are slowly getting there. 

Getting to a more normal LYMEC work routine. In fact, as I write this report, I am 

doing it from Sibiu, Romania, while participating at an event linked to the 

Conference on the Future of Europe (Organized by Renew Europe, FNF, USR 

Tineret and Generatia Plus).  Going back to physical meetings and addressing 

issues on CoFoE is the last thing I have been doing before this report was sent 

but it will also be two topics addressed mainly in this report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Conference on the future of Europe 

For several years we have heard slogans as ´´the youth is our future’’. Lately, it 

was phrases like this that was mentioned in the State of the Union by Ursula von 

der Leyen. I do not know about you, but personally I have grown tired of vague 

massages like this. What do they mean? Also how is it possible to build an 

optimal future for the youth if the young people are rarely allowed by the decision  

 

makers to be present and work on shaping it. With CoFoE we young people have 

a unique opportunity to change this fact. Therefore, the LYMEC bureau has since 

we last met at the spring congress and the DA worked intensively on presenting 

but also promoting our proposals for the Conference. We have done it through 

various ways. Aside from promoting it on our external and internal channels, the 

LYMEC bureau has tried to reach out to the MO’s and call for meetings where we 

together discuss our proposals and endorse them. So far, we have managed to 

have such meetings with our Nordic MO’s and USR Tineret, to mention a few. We 

have also emphasized the CofoE in some of the events we hosted as well. YLM 

for example is one of the events I was responsible for. There we gathered almost 

30 young leaders from Europe to discuss our proposals and make concrete 

outcomes out of them. We have also encouraged our leaders to give more 

visibility to CoFoE in their own respective organizations.  

To sum it up: CoFoe has been a major priority, and we are moving on the right 

direction, but we still have a lot to do. This is why we once again encourage our 

Member Organizations to really take a same amount of their respective time and 

endorse our proposals. This is a very good opportunity to actively pave the path 

for Europe. Let’s make it count!  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LYMECs work so far 

Besides the Conference on the Future of Europe, LYMEC has since last we 

spoke putting a lot of effort on planning back for slowly getting back to normal. 

This has however been a challenge when working with projects spread across 

different countries but also giving a rather short time frame on knowing which 

rules are in power and not. Nevertheless, we try to make the best of the situation 

and plan as good as possible. We have also tried to be active on the political 

developments, mostly in Europe but sometimes around the world. We are still 

monitoring the developments in Belarus and encourage Europe to not forget 

about the democratic forces there, but also support them. The tragedies in 

Afghanistan are still hard to grasp and the developments in the country are 

disastrous not only to the afghan people but will have an impact on the entire 

world. On this matter we have issed an statement encouraging Europe to stand 

by the afghan people but also hold the Taliban and the forces that aided them 

responsible for this situation. Besides from external communication on the matter 

LYMEC has also co-singed a resolution on Afghanistan along with our Member 

Organizations. We have also at our bureau meeting in Budapest august 2021 

stated an issue on Hungary and Pegasus, a program that allowed authoritarian 

regimes to track and surveil journalist and other critics. Lately we have also 

commented on the State of the union encoring for more action on areas LYMEC 

has redeemed as crucial for the Union. 

 

As you can see, we have been actively working on areas crucial for the 

development of LYMEC. There is still a lot to do, but through close contact with 

the political forces of Europe, you members, and our partners we have been able 

and are still developing this organization for the better. This is why I hope you 

read this report and do not hesitate to come back with feedback and remarks on 

how we can make LYMEC better.  

 

See you in Paris!  



 

 

Events attended 

 

Dates Place Events/purpose Organizations 

26/4-21 Online Meeting on 

potential 

cooperation for 

environment event 

in Glasgow  

LYMEC, BCA 

21/5-21 Online Meeting on CoFoE Lymec, Renew 

Europe 

29/5-21 Online Event: Lgbtq rights 

matter 

USR Tineret 

11/6-21 Online Alde party council ALDE 

19/6-21 Online  European solidarity 

event 
 

3/7-21 Online/Brugges Digital Assembly Lymec 

12/8-21 Online Youth Day!/ guest 

speaker  

Movement for! 

17-19/9-21 Bucharest, Romania YLM Lymec 

23-26 Sibiu, Romania Event on Cofoe Usr-t, generatia 

plus, FNF Romania, 

Renew Europe 

 

 Aside from this I have attended to all the bureau meetings within this period. Dates 

and place available our webpage. 


